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Publishing Policy 
Terms and Conditions

• Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors. 
They do not purport to reflect the opinions or views of the Magazine.
• The manuscript shall be within the scope of At-TAHALOF Magazine under the 
theme of counter-terrorism, and shall be pertinent to one of the four key IMCTC 
domains: ideology, communications, counter-terrorist financing and military.
• The manuscript shall be authentic, objective and novel, and shall be of a sound 
methodology, language and style.

• Research shall be well-referenced, sources shall be cited and a well-written list 
of references and bibliographies shall be provided.

• The manuscript shall be written in Arabic, English or French.

• Under no circumstances may the manuscript have been published by any for-
mats even if minor or major changes are made.

• The manuscript either in whole or in part may not have been previously 
published or accepted for publication elsewhere whether by the same author 
or by a different author.

• The manuscript not accepted for publication does not mean such a manuscript 
is poor. Failure to obtain acceptance for such a manuscript may be due to tech-
nical or other considerations; for instance, the subject-matter of such an article 
has been addressed. The author of such an article shall be informed accordingly.

• The Editorial Board shall be entitled to adabt the manuscript submitted – includ-
ing modification, editing, proofreading, tweaking, revising, conflation, truncation 
– without prejudice to the key ideas.

• A potential writer shall be entitled to republish his or her manuscript at his or 
her discretion, provided that he or she shall expressly state that such a manu-
script has already been published in At-TAHALOF Magazine.

• At-TAHALOF Magazine shall be entitled to reproduce the manuscript in any for-
mats, be it electronic or independent publications.

• At-TAHALOF Magazine shall be entitled to translate the manuscript into any lan-
guage and republish such a manuscript in the language(s) desired. 

• The manuscript shall be formatted, using Microsoft Word Processor in compli-
ance with the following:

o Arabic: 

Font Type: Traditional Arabic; Font Size: 18

o English & French:

Font Type: Times New Roman; Font Size: 14

 Footnotes and sources, if any, should go at the end of the manuscript with font 
size (16) for Arabic and (12) for English and French.

• The Quranic verses of the Holy Quran shall be placed in parentheses and shall 
be appropriately cited, using the Ottoman calligraphy, with reference to the rele-
vant verse and chapter numbers.

• It shall be desirable to attach illustrations relevant to the subject-matter; such 
illustrations shall be taken from specialized authentic resources rather than 
from newspapers and magazines. 

• Attached to the manuscript shall be the author’s curriculum vitae (CV), includ-
ing: full name, nationality, country of residence, specialization, current job posi-
tion, scientific and cultural publications, e-mail address, bank account number 
and a recent photograph.
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BIOTERRORISM DRAMATIC IMAGINATION AND REAL RISKS

RIGHTIST VIS-À-VIS LEFTIST  

LIPTAKO-GOURMA CENTER OF 
CONFLICT AND VIOLENCE

THE FAR LEFT IN LATIN AMERICA 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES AND 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES



 DR. MOHD YAZID BIN ZUL KEPLI 
Researching terrorism has never been an easy job. Terrorism can be defined as the premeditated use of or threat to use 
violence by individuals or subnational groups to attain political or social objectives by intimidating large audiences beyond 
the circle of the immediate victims of terrorist acts.

The study of terrorism is usually classified into four categories: (1) why terrorism occurs, (2) how terrorism works, (3) 
what its social and political effects are, and (4) how to effectively counter it. This article goes beyond those major questions 
to highlight the risks and challenges faced by researchers in the field. It is important to distinguish myths from truths 
when conducting research on this controversial topic.

Difficulties, Challenges, and 
Impediments
Researching terrorism can be very risky. Admittedly, there 
are other risky areas of research including nuclear weap-
ons, advanced weaponry including anti-ballistic missiles, 
radiation, biological hazards and other dangerous sub-
stances. Other equally dangerous fields are researches on 
drug cartels and the corruption of politicians. Despite that, 
research on terrorism entails its own set of risks. 

The are many real risks that can exclusively be associ-
ated with researching terrorism. For example, a scholar 
critiquing Zionism might encounter dozens of problems; 
from the possibility of being assassinated by the Mossad, 
to the denial of promotion or funding for research, partly 
due to the strong lobbying from pro-Israeli lobbyists. This 
is unfortunate and counter-productive since the research 
might be constructive in nature, geared towards the good 
of everyone including Jews themselves.

Researchers focusing on terrorism in the Middle Eastern 
and North African (MENA) region will also be blacklisted 
if their comments are perceived to be too critical or seem 
to be against the establishment. Genuine and constructive 
comments might be misinterpreted, and the consequences 
can be fatal. 

The situation is not necessarily better in the western part 
of the world. Honest and critical comments unfavourable 
to Western  governments combating terrorism can result 
in profiling, rejection of publications, and even blacklisting. 
For example, researchers will find that their criticism of 
the degrading approach adopted by France in its systemic 
association of Islam with terrorism can backfire.

There are numerous reasons why many researchers avoid 
conducting research on terrorism. The first one is the na-
ture of the research issues. Some research issues, even 
published ones, might be of forbidden nature, prohibited, 
or dubious. They can be legal in one country and forbidden 
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in another. They might be legal yesterday and illegal to-
day. Possession of questionable research issues is always 
risky. In many countries, emergency or security laws pre-
vail over the standard provisions in legislation governing 
events pertaining to terrorism. In simple words, charges 
related to terrorism will be hard to refute.  

Problems of Legal Interpretation
Moreover, certain research issues might be legal, but ex-
ploring them might lead to suspicion, resulting in the profil-
ing, investigation or arrest of the researcher. Due to lack of 
clear-cut regulations concerning research issues involving 
terrorism, there is a real risk that a genuine researcher 
might be implicated and prosecuted for criminal offense.

Despite the apparent huge amount of literature available on 
terrorism, a large chunk is second-hand material, unidirec-
tional, biased, and unconvincing. One of the risky challeng-
es in researching terrorism is the uncertainty surrounding  
the legal nature of the issue discussed. It is hard to pos-
sess, let alone publicize, and it differs in legality from one 
country to another. There are also real or perceived dan-
gers associated with conflict zones, potential retaliation, 
and severe lack of statistical analysis and first-hand data.

Some publications are evidently illegal; e.g., a pamphlet 
promoting terrorists’ propaganda which could be consulted 
by researchers from the police department, counter-terror-
ism units or the military to formulate a proper counter-ter-
rorism policy. Due to the inadequacy of relevant legisla-
ture, researchers will remain liable for the possession of 
illegal subject-matter. Conducting empirical research that 
includes interviews with terrorists or suspects can also be 
dangerous. Terrorists and militant groups are wanted, and 
they are not waiting around to be interviewed. To get ac-
cess to them, they must be convinced that the interview is 
not a trap. Therefore, they will most likely be the ones set-
ting up the location for the interview, only to change it at the 
last minute to ensure their safety. However, this will put the 

interviewer in a serious threat, and there is a real possibili-
ty that the interviewer might himself be kidnapped or killed.

Impartiality and Data Inadequacy
Another major challenge for researchers of terrorism is 
the sensitivity of this area of research. Ideally, the research 
must be impartial. However, Dolnik (2011) warns that given 
the highly emotional and subjective nature of the terrorism 
phenomenon, available data tend to be strongly politically 
manipulated, requiring a higher standard of verification and 
objectivity to ensure the reliability and accuracy of findings.

Beside severe lack of statistical analysis and even first-
hand data, the situation is exacerbated by weak research 
methodology and problems with finding reliable media 
sources due to media bias and inaccuracy. There is there-
fore an over-reliance on useless open-source documents. 

Another challenge that researchers must be aware of is the 
psychological risk. Arguing against the mainstream or the 
officially accepted version can be very risky, even devas-
tating, for a researcher. It might result in rejection of the 
request for funding, being blacklisted or even arrested. 

A researcher or interviewer conducting empirical research 
might be blacklisted or targeted, not only by terrorists or 
militant groups, but also by the government or other inter-
ested parties. His writings might be deemed too controver-
sial and provocative, and this can lead to labelling him as 
sympathizer of terrorists or militant groups, while in reality, 
he has been merely writing an objective and balanced report.  

Conclusion
The series of risks and challenges continues after the com-
pletion of the research on terrorism. In order to minimize 
the risks associated with researching terrorism, a research-
er must ensure compliance with law and adherence to the 
ethical standards of research. More importantly, govern-
ments should ensure the existence of a proper legal frame-
work regulating research on terrorism. In the end, a good 
research will be constructive and beneficial to everyone. 
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